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SPECIfICATIOnS
■■■ class ii insulated cabinet
■■■ cabinet without door: iP 30-iK 08
■■■  cabinet with optional door: iP 40-iK 09
■■■  self-extinguishing:  
650°c (cabinets supplied without ter-
minal blocks) 750°c (cabinets supplied 
with terminal blocks)

■■■  conforming to current standards 
en 60439-3, en 60670-24, en 62208

■■■ colour of box and cover: white ral 9003 
■■■  rated operating and insulation voltage: 
400 VA 50/60 Hz

■■■ short-circuit current: 10 ka 
■■■  Maximum permissible current:  
- cat.no 4 016 11/52/53/76 = 63 a 
- cat.no 4 016 12/77 = 90 a 
- cat.no 4 016 13/14/78/79 = 125 a

Xl³ 125 cabinets are modular surface-
mounting cabinets, with 1 to 4 rows of 
18 modules, which can accommodate a 
distribution block up to 125 a.
thanks to the tilting removable chassis 
and rails which can be taken out without 
tools, Xl³ 125 cabinets offer unobstructed 
access when connecting cables.

CHOICE Of PrOduCTS
the Xl³ 125 range consists of “fully modu-
lar” cabinets with 1 to 4 rows of 18 modules 
as well as electrical boxes (for France only) 
which can take a main circuit-breaker 
on its own, or a circuit-breaker and a  
single-phase electrical energy meter.

Cabinets 
XL³ 125

“Fully Modular” Xl³ 125 cabinets

Xl³ 125 electrical boX

nuMber 
oF rows nuMber oF Modules

cabinet cat.no

supplied with  
terminal blocks

supplied without 
terminal blocks

“Modular” 
cabinets

1 18 4 016 11 4 016 76
2 36 (2 x 18) 4 016 12 4 016 77
3 54 (3 x 18) 4 016 13 4 016 78
4 72 (4 x 18) 4 016 14 4 016 79

Electrical 
boxes

1 incoming circuit-breaker 
only 4 016 52 -

1 incoming circuit-breaker + 
energy meter 4 016 53 -
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SCHEMATIC vIEw Of An XL³ 125 CABInET

dIMEnSIOnS

door Handle

Frame

Faceplates

backpiece

Modular chassis and rails

Marker-holder (only for 
cabinets supplied with 
terminal blocks)

identification strip

set of 4 plugs on a sprue

cable gland plates

Mosaic support

terminal block  
supports

earth terminal block
(depending on the type of cabinet)

Guide ring

blanking plates

Vue de côté
avec porte

150CB

A

Entraxes de fixation
et distance entre rails

260

15
0 B

Réf. coffret A
(mm)

B
(mm)

4016 11 300 250
4016 12 450 365
4016 13 600 515
4016 14 750 665
4016 50 300 250
4016 51 300 250

cat.no a (mm) b (mm)
c (mm)

without door with door
4 016 11 4 016 76 300

450 128,2 150
4 016 12 4 016 77 450
4 016 13 4 016 78 600
4 016 14 4 016 79 750

4 016 52/53 300
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PrEPArInG THE CABInETS fOr uSE

Xl³ 125 cabinets are supplied assembled 
and packed in individual boxes. these can 
be re-used for onward shipping.

we recommend using a 6.5 mm flat 
screwdriver to open and close the Xl³ 125 
cabinets, and also for positioning the 
faceplates with a ¼ turn, for which 1 nm 
tightening torque is sufficient.

CapaCity of terminaL bLoCks suppLied with the Cabinets

aCCessories suppLied with the Cabinets

Xl³ 125 cabinets are supplied with an 
insulated earth terminal block (iP 2x), see 
specifications in the chart below.

CABInET CAT.
nO

AuTOMATIC COnnECTIOn EArTH TErMInAL 
BLOCk IP 2X SCrEw TErMInAL BLOCkS

Automatic 
terminals

1.5 to 4 mm²

Screw  
terminals

6 to 25 mm²

Screw  
terminals

6 to 35 mm²
Earth (green) neutral (blue)

4 016 11 18 (2 x 9) 5 - - -

4 016 12 27 (3 x 9) 5 - - -
4 016 13 36 (4 x 9) 5 - - -
4 016 14 45 (5 x 9) 5 5 - -

4 016 76 - - - 1 x 25 mm²
+16 x 16 mm²

1 x 25 mm²
+16 x 16 mm²

4 016 77 - - - 1 x 25 mm²
+21 x 16 mm²

1 x 25 mm²
+21 x 16 mm²

4 016 78 - - - 1 x 25 mm²
+26 x 16 mm²

1 x 25 mm²
+26 x 16 mm²

4 016 79 - - - 2 x 25 mm²
+33 x 16 mm²

2 x 25 mm²
+33 x 16 mm²

CABInET CAT.
nO

5-MOduLE  
BLAnkInG 

PLATES
MOSAIC GrId GuIdE rInGS

SET Of 4 
PLuGS On A 

SPruE

18-MOduLE 
IdEnTIfICA-
TIOn STrIPS 

4 016 11 1 1 - 2 1

4 016 12 2 1 2 2 2
4 016 13 3 1 3 2 3
4 016 14 3 1 4 2 4
4 016 76 1 - - 2 1
4 016 77 2 - - 2 2
4 016 78 3 - - 2 3
4 016 79 3 - - 2 4
4 016 52 3 - - 2 1
4 016 53 1 - - 2 1
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doors – Cat.no 4 018 61/62/63/64/ 
71/72/ 73/74
the doors are reversible and come in 
transparent plastic or opaque white  
(ral 9003).

a snap connection system means the 
door is easily fitted without needing to 
hold it. For maximum safety, the grey 
handle (ral 7035) with two locking points 
can be fitted with a key-operated lock  
cat.no 4 018 51.

CABInET ACCESSOrIES
Joining kit – Cat.no 4 018 45
the joining kit is used to join two Xl³ 125 
cabinets horizontally or vertically. 

two cabinets of the same height or width 
can be joined together, and also cabinets 
of different heights. electrical boxes can be 
joined vertically, or horizontally on a taller 
cabinet.

key-operated LoCk – Cat.no 4 018 51
the key-operated lock is fitted on the door 
handles of the Xl³ 125 cabinets. the keys 
are eurolocks no. 850.

fiXing Lugs – Cat.no 4 018 56
this catalogue number comprises four 
lugs for fixing Xl³ 125 cabinets from the 
outside. the lugs are fixed at the back of 
the cabinets and can be positioned verti-
cally or horizontally.
the various fixing centres are specified on 
pages 11 and 12.
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doCument hoLder – Cat.no 4 018 44
this self-adhesive document holder can 
hold electrical diagrams, instructions, 
etc for the cabinet. it is attached to the 
cabinet low down on the front, and does 
not obstruct use of a door. its reposition-
ing system allows the document holder 
to be removed in order to open the face-
plate, without touching the frame of the 
cabinet.

bLanking pLate – Cat.no 0 016 60
in addition to those already supplied in the 
cabinets, blanking plates can be used to 
close the modular windows in the Xl³ 125 
cabinet faceplates. each 5-module strip 
of blanking plates, white ral 9003, can be 
separated into half-modules.
it is also possible to use separable blank-
ing plates cat.no 0 016 62 and 0 016 64 of 
13 and 18 modules respectively, white ral 
9010.

soLid faCepLate – Cat.no 4 018 55
the solid faceplate is fitted in place of a 
modular faceplate. it is used to integrate 
non-modular products (osMoZ control 
and signalling auxiliary, etc). the faceplate 
useful area is 318 x 144 mm.

perforated pLate – Cat.no 4 018 53
the perforated plate is fixed in place of 
a modular rail, on the metal uprights of 
Xl³ 125 cabinets with 2 or more rows, 
using the four screws supplied. its useful 
area is 342 x 144 mm, and when the plate 
is fixed under a solid faceplate, the space 
is 85 mm.

doubLe terminaL bLoCk support – 
Cat.no 4 018 57
this terminal block support is in addition to 
the one already supplied with Xl³ 125 cabi-
nets. it allows terminal blocks to be added 
with the empty support cat.no 4 048 21.

the support can be removed simply by 
pressing its base on the inside, without any 
tools.
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mosaiC support – Cat.no 4 018 50
this accessory is used for fixing a 2-mod-
ule mechanism from the Mosaic range on 
one side of the Xl³ 125 cabinet.
the cabinets have 2 slots at the top and 
bottom of each side panel.

uSInG THE CABInET
removabLe Chassis and raiL
the Xl³ 125 cabinet is simple to install  
on-site, in one easy action and without 
tools, thanks to the following 3 features:
■■■ removable chassis:

by unlocking all 4 corners of the chassis, 
the whole chassis can be removed from 
the Xl3-125 cabinet. you can therefore 
install your equipment on a work surface 
or fix the back of the cabinet without risk-
ing damaging the installed equipment.
■■■ Pivoting chassis

the chassis can be tilted by unlocking just 
the bottom or top corners. this makes it 
easy to run cables through without the 
various rails and installed devices getting 
in the way.

■■■ removable rail
the rails of Xl³ 125 cabinets can be 
removed from the chassis individually. the 
rail supports have clips so there is no need 
to use tools. this makes it easier to access 
the cables running behind the rails.

CabLe entry pLate
Xl³ 125 cabinets have two cable entry 
plates, one at the top and one at the bot-
tom, which can be removed and refitted 
manually without the need for tools. each 
plate has a large number of cut-outs for 
adapting to the different sizes of housing 
service duct.
cut-outs can be made in the plates using 
wire cutters.
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CabLe runs
Xl³ 125 cabinets have two removable cable 
entry plates, one at the top and one at 
the bottom. in line with these plates, the 
back of Xl³ 125 cabinets has attachment 
points for securing cables or sleeves using  
colson cable ties.

there are also attachment points between 
the rails for securing the wiring, horizon-
tally or vertically.

First, open up the hole using a flat screw-
driver. 

the cables or sleeves are then secured 
using colring and colson cable ties (up to 
9 mm wide).

tilting the chassis makes it easier to run 
cables behind the equipment. this can be 
done without tools and in either direction. 

the chassis can be pulled out completely 
to make it easier to fix the cabinet in place, 
or to install and wire up equipment on a 
work surface.
cables can also be run down the side of the 
chassis using the guide rings supplied with 
the cabinets or with lina 25 cable ducting.

Xl³ 125 cabinets can accommodate lina 25 
cable ducting with maximum dimensions 
of 40 x 60 mm (cat.no 0 362 07).
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MOunTInG MOduLAr PrOduCTS 
And MOuLdEd CASES
with a space of 150 mm between the rail 
fixing centres, any modular product can be 
installed.

the 2-position rail allows a dPX³ Mccb to 
be integrated in Xl³ 125 cabinets.

with the height spacer cat.no 0 262 99, 
dPX³ 125 moulded case products and 
modular products can be installed on the 
same rail.

ELECTrICAL BOX ACCESSOrIES (for 
france only)
electrical boxes take plates for main  
circuit-breakers used on the French  
market (eg: baco incoming circuit-break-
er). they can be added to Xl³ 125 cabinets 
vertically or horizontally and are reversible.

electrical box cat.no 4 016 52 is used to 
connect a subscriber Mcb. this cabinet 
is supplied with plate cat.no 4 011 91, on 
which the 2-pole or 4-pole “blue tariff” 
circuit-breaker is fixed (government-regu-
lated French electricity tariff).

electrical box cat.no 4 016 53 is used to 
connect a subscriber Mcb and a cbe or 
linKy single-phase electronic meter. 
this cabinet is supplied with plate cat.
no 4 011 81, on which the “blue tariff” cir-
cuit-breaker is fixed.

up to 4 modules can be added to this elec-
trical box, on the modular rail.
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dISTrIBuTIOn SySTEMS
all standard optimised distribution sys-
tems with a cabinet size up to 125 a can be 
fitted in Xl³ 125 cabinets.

ip 2X insuLated terminaL bLoCks
iP 2X insulated terminal blocks can be fixed 
directly on the rails of the Xl³ 125 cabinet, 
or on a 12 x 2 bar. 

moduLar distribution bLoCks 
Modular distribution blocks: single-pole, 
2-pole or 4-pole; with a voltage up to 500 V; 
40 a to 125 a can easily be used in Xl³ 125 
cabinets.

ConventionaL hX³ prong type 
suppLy busbars for sCrew 
terminaLs
conventional HX³ busbars supply power to 
a row or a group of modular devices with 
screw terminals. only devices with 1 pole 
per module and without an add-on module 
can be connected to these busbars.

vX³ vertiCaL suppLy busbar phase + 
neutraL up to 63 a
single-phase 4-pole vertical supply bus-
bars with 150 mm fixing centres are ideal 
for installation in Xl³ 125 cabinets. their 
optimised dimensions free up space for 
fast, reliable connection from one row to 
the next.

vX³ 4-poLe vertiCaL suppLy busbar 
up to 63 a
the 4-pole supply busbar is equipped with 
automatic output terminals. distribution is 
possible via flexible wires, with or without 
ferrules. this busbar can be supplied with 
power via the top or bottom screw termi-
nals. their dimensions and fixing system 
free up the maximum amount of space 
on the modular rails or at the back of the 
cabinet.

do not work on the 4-pole vertical 
supply busbar when it is live.
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XL³ 125 a b c d

1 row 4 016 11 260 250 250 130
2 rows 4 016 12 260 365 365 130
3 rows 4 016 13 260 515 515 130
4 rows 4 016 14 260 665 665 130

“Blue tariff”
4 016 52 260 250 250 130

4 016 53 260 250 250 130

XL³ 125 a b c d

1 row 4 016 11 406 355 505 213
2 rows 4 016 12 406 505 505 363
3 rows 4 016 13 406 655 505 513
4 rows 4 016 14 406 805 505 663

“Blue tariff”
4 016 52 406 355 505 213

4 016 53 406 355 505 213

A

B C

D

C
A

BD

Cabinets only

Cabinets only with fixing lugs

InSTALLATIOn And fIXInG
all Xl³ 125 cabinets have 2 fixing methods 
via the inside of the cabinet:
- Fixing from a central point: this hanging 
method is used to obtain a vertical cabinet 
thanks to a single central point at the top 
and 2 points at the bottom 
- Fixing with 4 adjustable points 
For each fixing point, the maximum screw 
diameter is 6 mm.
all cabinets are supplied with two sets of 
4 plugs on a sprue. once the cabinet has 
been fixed to the wall, fitting these plugs 
maintains the cabinet iP and class ii pro-
tection.
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Joined cabinets

Joined cabinets with fixing lugs

B

C

A D

A

B

XL³ 125 a b c d

All Cat.no 50 190 450 50

XL³ 125 a b

All Cat.no 44 87
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Head office
and international department
87045 limoges cedex - France
tel: + 33 (0) 5 55 06 87 87
Fax: + 33 (0) 5 55 06 74 55

foLLow us 
on

www.legrand.com

www.youtube.com/legrand

twitter.com/legrand_news


